
CREATIVE WRITING WEBSITES FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

Help younger students create, critique, and share writing. Explore this Elementary School Writing Apps and Websites
Top Picks list of 20 tools curated by.

ReadWriteThink This website offers many printable materials that enable young students to organize the
writing process. If you are looking for a website where your kids can write stories, handle projects with
classmates, and then this is the right website for you. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Linkedin Subscribe Mail
Although children spend most of their time in regular classes at school- pencils and papers, modern students
also spend a lot of time in front of their computer screens as well. StoryboardThat For free, your kids can
create 2 stories a week. Have fun helping your children create a story. How to teach creative writing? First,
you should read a lot of stories together and discuss the favorite ones. To learn more about Literate For Life,
see the welcome post. At that point, students pass the paper to the next person in the circle who reads aloud
the story so far to his group. What is your favorite quote by a famous person? This website also contains links
to multiple other websites your kids can horne their love for writing. What is your favorite time of day? Fill in
the graphic organizer together with your students the first few times to help them through the thinking process
of coming up with the story elements that should be in the organizer. Describe what it means to be a good
neighbor? It can be saved as a jpg file or printed. She uses a range of teaching strategies to accommodate to
students different learning styles and their unique needs. Before reading the book, introduce a characteristic of
writing, such as unique word choice, and then ask students to listen for samples of it in the book as you read.
Do you know someone who loves writing? Vary the types of prompts. Students may feel reluctant and
threatened by a blank piece of paper and a request to write a story about a given topic. If the user gets stuck,
then he can ask for new words to be added in the list. Image courtesy of Flickr, Pascal Maramis Is education
important to you?


